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Salesman Entitled to Trial on Age-Bias Claim 

A 56-year-old salesman was entitled to a trial on his Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) claim, the 

7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled, finding “a string of questionable conduct” on the part of the 

employer—“from the suspicious timing of personnel decisions to ambiguous statements about age to multiple 

seemingly inaccurate allegations” by the employer about the employee’s conduct. 

John Mullin, an award-winning 20-year fire truck and rescue equipment salesman for Temco, was fired on 

May 13, 2010. Earlier that month, Temco had hired two inexperienced individuals, both in their 20s. The 

appeals court found it suspicious that a highly experienced and successful salesman was fired at precisely 

the same time the company hired two individuals who had no sales background. It also found significant the 

CEO’s reference to one of the new hire’s “youth” when he was asked about his strengths and weaknesses 

during deposition 

Moreover, the appeals court determined that Temco’s alleged reasons for firing Mullin were “either genuinely 

contested, seemingly inaccurate or both.” For example, the company’s CEO told Mullin he was fired for 

financial reasons, which, if credited, was a puzzling decision, according to the court, given the salaries paid to 

the inexperienced workers The court took issue with a number of other reasons that Temco cited for Mullin’s 

firing. The company claimed that the salesman failed to attend two client events: the Speedway Fire 

Department event and a factory visit by the Westfield Fire Department. This assertion was undermined by 

testimony of both Speedway employees and Westfield visitors, who actually confirmed his attendance at 

those events. 

The court found that Mullin credibly disputed certain Temco claims, including that he violated recently 

implemented policies by failing to submit call reports and attend weekly Monday-morning sales meetings. 

Significantly, the call reports in question were unavailable as evidence because Temco had destroyed the 

reports. There was also a genuine dispute over the company’s claim that Mullin failed to attend the sales 

meetings, given his testimony that everyone missed meetings, that he attended these meetings except when 

he was with a customer he was required to meet with on Monday mornings and that the company never 

expressed any dissatisfaction with his job-related absences or need to reschedule meetings. Temco’s 

allegation that Mullin communicated inappropriately with a sales representative from another company also 

fell flat because of the company’s inability to produce the corroborating allegedly inappropriate e-mail. 

Finally, the court found that a genuine dispute existed with respect to Temco’s contention that Mullin was 

underperforming. Explaining why Mullin led his colleagues in sales, Temco claimed he benefited from 

working in the “best” or most desirable territory, a notion the court believed that Mullin credibly disputed. The 

company’s assertion that lost sales played a role in Mullin’s firing was also discredited, based on the CEO’s 

testimony that Temco lost sales fairly regularly and that each of Mullin’s colleagues had also lost sales but 

not been fired as a result, and given Mullin’s assertion that his lost sales were due to explicit direction about 

pricing that the CEO had given him.

The appeals court reversed the district court’s grant of summary judgment to Temco.

Mullin v. Temco Machinery Inc., 7th Cir., No. 13-1338 (Oct. 10, 2013)

Professional Pointer: An employer also should conduct a thorough investigation to ensure that the conduct 

necessitating a termination actually occurred, that the policies at issue have been regularly enforced and that 

the employee facing termination was advised of his misconduct and given the opportunity to correct his 

behavior. 

Timothy W. Roehrs is an attorney at Kamer Zucker Abbott, the Worklaw® Network member firm in Las 

Vegas.
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